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Introduction

Context
In recent years, the IT landscape has been changing considerably. After an initial phase of
exploration, digital transformation is becoming the goal of every company and organization that
aims to survive in an increasingly growing market. Concepts, technologies and methods are
becoming commonplace and their adoption has been the challenge of the last decade. As if this
was not enough, the global crisis of 2020 has accelerated more than ever the need to adopt
technologies and skills that allow companies to face the digital world and develop new
technological and business paradigms, thus trying to satisfy the consumer in increasingly
effective, efficient and innovative ways.

Mia-Academy
Mia-Academy was created to address this challenge.
Mia-Academy is a proven professional culture empowerment system, in which Agile methods are
taught and used.

Mia-Academy's goal is to make teams autonomous in the development of new
generation digital platforms.

The following document illustrates the training path for the Mia-Platform Architect certification,
dedicated to those who want to install and maintain the Mia-Platform Console.

Course goals

The course aims to train professionals with the necessary skills to outline the shape of the
software architectures using the Mia-Platform console as a supporting tool for building timeless
evolutionary architecture. The course will explore the main typologies of software architectures
like Microservices, SOA and Monolithic and patterns like Event Driven and Domain Driven.
Additionally, themes like security and privacy will be explored and all the best practices for
designing a clear authorization and authentication flow for the microservices ecosystem will be
explained. Finally the course will dive into the different application architectures that the
Mia-Platform console allows to create.



Modules

Module 1: Design Integration patterns
The first module explores the main Architectural Patterns analyzing pros and cons of Monolithic,
SOA and Microservices Architectures. After that, Event Driven and Domain Driven Architectures
will be introduced and explained. Every Architecture Pattern will be backed with real Use Cases
and examples. Given a real World scenario, the module will discuss what type of pattern should
be used to manage the problems.

● Monolithic and SOA Architecture
● Microservices architecture

■ Microservice boundaries
■ Microservices communication and interaction: sync/async, pub/sub, saga

pattern, distributed transaction
■ Testing
■ Log, monitoring and alarms
■ Scalability

● Event Driven Architecture
● Domain Driven Architecture

Takeaways:
● Know the differences between Architecture Patterns and when they should be used

effectively

Module 2: Evolutionary Architecture with Mia-Platform
Evolutionary Architecture brings real benefits in terms of cost and time of development for new
features. In order to build an evolvable Architecture, the architect should respect some principles,
this module will explore those principles outlining the points it should focus on.

● Architectural requirements
■ Requirements identification: what can influence the choice of an

architecture? (performance, security, availability, evolvability, maintenance,
scalability)

● Fitness function
■ Test to make sure that the architectural requirements remain constant



■ We define a test that verifies that despite the changes over time the
architectural requirements are maintained e.g. reply within a given time

● CI/CD e incremental change
● Cross Functional team
● Coupling
● Evolutionary Data
● Evolutionary Architecture Pitfalls and Antipatterns

Takeaways:
● Know the main advantages of an Evolutionary Architecture
● Know the main features of an Evolutionary Architecture
● Know how to distinguish Pitfalls and Antipatterns

Modulo 3: Secure, Privacy and Native Cloud by Design with
Mia-Platform
Every software Architecture should reside on solid security and privacy principles, this module
will explore the standard authorization and authentication flow to secure the software
components. Mia-Platform Console offers some abstraction over the underlying complexity and
helps the feature teams to focus on business rules development.

● Authentication and Authorization
■ Review of the core components, basic auth, m2m
■ Integration with third party systems
■ Managing permissions

● Virtualization and scalability

■ Infrastructure virtualization (k8s) for the developer
■ Scalability with microservices on Mia-Platform Console

Takeaway:
● Know the main Authorization and Authentication flows and standards
● Know how the Mia-Platform Console can support the auth flow integration
● Know how the Mia-Platform Console can help building microservices Architecture

Module 4: Mia-Platform Referral Architectures
Mia-Platform Console enables feature Teams to build some tested and certified Architecture
Patterns like the Digital Integration Hub, Fast Data and Saga.



Each of these patterns can be built with some pre-developed plugin supported by Mia-Platform
that synergizes the Console frontend, offering an easy and effortless configuration.

● DIH
■ Digital Integration Hub
■ Decoupling layer
■ API exposure
■ Dev portal

● Fast Data
■ Fast data setup
■ Use cases
■ Hands on on the console

● Saga Pattern with Flow manager
■ How to define a saga with the flow manager
■ Use cases
■ Hands on on the console

● Applications
■ Definition of applications made of multiple microservices

● Orchestration with decorators

Takeaways:
● Know the Architectural Pattern that can be built using the Mia-Platform Console
● Know how to choose the correct Architecture for a given use case


